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Abstract
This paper presents interesting mode conversion and topology preserving property of a current
conveyor based circuit topology, with simultaneous symmetry property, enabling wider application
domain. The mode of operation choice without topology change and symmetry aspects are explored.
The circuit topology is further used to realize an electronically tunable filter circuit, employing a
single active building block, with inherent tuning property. The presented theory is validated
through simulation results. This study will provide further exploration of such topologies and the
advantages owing to their versatile usage for voltage and current mode without alterations.
Keywords: Analog Circuits; Current Conveyors; Current-mode Circuits

1

Introduction

There has been continuous effort to transform the traditional voltage mode circuits into their currentmode counterparts, owing to the inherent benefits of current mode signal processing. Network transposition method has been effectively used for the purpose in the available literature [1]. Use of adjoints
for the purpose has also been well covered in the open literature. As a result, the voltage-mode circuits
have been successfully transformed into current-mode ones [2–5]. It has been proven in the literature
that some active building blocks preserve their identity, even on transposition. The circuits realized
using such active building blocks may possess the advantage of preserving their topology, even after
transformation, a feature which is strongly topology-dependent. On the other hand, the symmetry
of networks has been another interesting aspect, which allows interchange of input and output ports
without changing port voltages and currents.
The above two mentioned features, namely preservation of active building block identity and the concept of symmetrical network, when combined together becomes powerful circuit design tool, giving rise
to interesting circuits and their applications. Recently, a current conveyor with additional X-terminal
was proposed and employed for realizing compact analog signal processing functions [6]. Conjoining
the preceding, it becomes an interesting problem to investigate a circuit topology, which exhibits the
two features, namely topology preservation on transformation and symmetry, followed by a new circuit
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proposal based on the use of an extra-X current conveyor. The proposed theory is verified through
simulation results. The topic of study on transformation in current conveyor based circuits, along with
the applications of recent current conveyor variants continue to receive attention in technical literature [7–11]. As far as the recent coverage on EXCCCII is concerned, some voltage mode analog circuits
have appeared in literature [12].
The subsequent section investigates a filter circuit topology in Section 2, and the possible functions
realized from the same. The symmetry property and mode preserving property of the topology are
investigated therein. A new filter circuit with electronic tuning is realized from the topology of section
2, and presented in Section 3. The results on the theory of sections 2 and 3 are presented in Section 4,
followed by the concluding discussion in Section 5.

2

A Circuit Topology

The mode transformation is used to convert a voltage-mode circuit to its current mode counterpart.
For a current conveyor of second generation, with negative current transfer gain from X to Z, the
transformation results in interchange of Y and Z-terminals, while leaving X-terminal un-altered. Thus,
a CCII- is transformed to CCII- itself. Any circuit employing CCII- and operating in voltage-mode
may permit mode transformation from voltage to current, without topology change. For instance, the
circuit of Figure 1 is shown, which is useful for realizing a number of electronic functions. The transfer
function for the same (ratio of OUT to IN) is given below.
T (s) = 1 −

Z2
.
Z1

(1)

Figure 1: Circuit topology suited for VM and CM operation without change
The functionality of the topology of Figure 1 is listed in Table 1, showing various specialization
of two impedances and the functions realized. The transformation of the topology (from voltage to
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current-mode) amounts to Y and Z- interchange, and the interchange of IN and OUT marked nodes,
which in turn yields the same topology, as in Figure 1. Thus the topology of Figure 1 is equally suited
for voltage and current mode operation without changes, by inputting and outputting the desired mode
signals at IN and OUT nodes respectively. However, it may be noted that for current-mode operation,
the OUT node is to be referenced to ground. Therefore, it is to be concluded that the topology of
Figure 1 realizes all the functions listed in Table 1, both in voltage-mode and current-mode without
any topology change. It is attributed to the fact that a CCII- based circuit is transformed from voltagemode to current-mode by interchange of Y and Z- terminals. It is worth noting the circuit obtained at
#7 is already available in literature [7]. The functional versatility and mode preserving features of the
topology of figure 1 makes it a promising candidate for being used as a configurable analog block for
field programmable analog arrays.
Table 1: Functionality of Figure 1 for various impedance specialization
Sr. No.
1
2
3
4

Z1
R1
R1
R1
R1

Z2
R2
R2
R2
Open

Condition
R1 > R2
R1 < R2
R2 = short/2R1
—

5

R1

1/sC

—

T(s)
2
1− R
R1
R2
1 − R1
±1
Iout /Vin
= 1/R1
1 − sR11 C

6

1/sC

R2

—

1 − sR2 C

7

R1

R2 //1/sC

s−1/RC
s+1/RC

8

R1 //1/sC1

R2 + 1/sC2

R1 = R2 /2;
R2 = R
R1 = R2 = R;
C1 = C2 = C

−[1 + sRC
+1/sRC]

Function
Attenuator
Inverting amplifier
Bi-phase amplifier
Voltage to
Current converter
ProportionalIntegral circuit
ProportionalDerivative circuit
All-pass filter
Proportional Integral
Derivative circuit

Next study is performed on the circuit of Figure 1 for its h-parameters. The circuit topology of
Figure 1 is next shown as two port network in Figure 2, with port voltages and current shown marked.
The port relationships and h-parameters expressions and for the circuit are found as below.
V1

= h11 I1 + h12 V2 ;

I2

= h21 I1 + h22 V2 ,

where
h11

= Z2 ;

h12

=

h21
h22

1;
Z2
=
− 1;
Z1
1
.
=
Z1

From the above equations, it is found that the topology of Figure 1 (hence Figure 2) exhibits the
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following relation of h-parameters (Equation 2), which holds (Equation 3) for a symmetrical network.
h11 h22 − h21 h12 = 1.
1
Z2
(Z2 ×
)−(
− 1) = 1.
Z1
Z1

(2)
(3)

Figure 2: Circuit topology of Fig. 1 shown as two-port network
Thus the topology also exhibits symmetry property, which states that interchange of input and
output ports does not change port voltages and currents.

3

New Electronically Tunable Filter Circuit

As the second part of this study, a new filter circuit keeping in view the topology of Figure 1 is proposed,
especially for obtaining a tunable counterpart of the circuit #7 of Table 1. It is important to note that
the preceding section presented the topology with symmetry and versatility for both voltage and current
mode operation with topology preservation. Now, a circuit example of the same topology is drawn from
Table 1, circuit #7, which will be used further. It is worth noting that the same is made electronically
tunable by employing an extra-X current controlled current conveyor (EXCCCII), and the resulting
circuit is shown in Figure 3. It employs a single EXCCCII with following terminal characteristics.
iy

=

0;

vx1

= vy + ix1 Rx1 ;

vx2

= vy + ix2 Rx2 ;

iz1−

= −ix1 ;

i2z2−

= −2ix2 .
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Figure 3: Proposed VM/CM filter circuit

It may be noted from the above equation that the Z2- stage is designed for a current gain of ’2’ from
X2 stage. This implements the resistive ratio of ’2’ as required in the circuit listed at #7 of Table 1,
which is converted to the tunable version. The generalized transfer function for the circuit of Figure 3
is given as below.
T (s) =

OU T
s − 1/Rx C
=
IN
s + 1/Rx C

(4)

The transfer function (4) is general in the sense that the circuit can operate both in VM and CM, without any change in the circuit. For CM operation, the output is to be referenced to ground. The circuit
is electronically tunable through the bias current of EXCCCII. It may be noted that EXCCII/EXCCCII
based realizations have recently been reported as alternative choice, keeping in view their low circuit
complexity [8, 9]. It is worth pointing that the recent circuit reported in literature can operate only
in voltage mode, whereas the circuit of Figure 3 is more versatile with both voltage and current mode
operation [12].

4

Simulation Results

The circuit of Figure 3 is next simulated using the CMOS circuitry and 0.25 µm parameters [8, 9].
The circuit is designed with C=20 pF, and various aspects of the simulation studies are summarized in
Table 2, where, frequency response, time domain response, and electronic tuning graphs are presented.
The results for both voltage and current-mode operation are included. The gain and phase plots show
the pole-frequency as 8.55 MHz, with unity gain at all frequencies, while a phase shift of 90o at the
pole-frequency. The input and output waveforms for both modes of operation are shown, where the
input of 8.55 MHz yields the output signal, which is phase-shifted by 90o . The spectrum of the output
shows the suppression of harmonics by -35 dB in either of the two modes. The electronic tuning of
pole-frequency is further shown, where the bias current of EXCCCII is varied from 50-90 µA, is steps
of 10 µA, so as to vary the pole-frequency from 9 MHz to 7.2 MHz respectively. Thus the proposed
circuit of Figure 3 is verified for its operation.
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Characteristic

VM operation

CM operation
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Conclusion

This work is devoted to the study of a CCII based circuit topology, which is useful for realizing many
electronic functions and exhibits the properties of (i) preserved topology, when transformed from VM
to CM and (ii) symmetry. All these features make the topology a potential configurable analog block
for field programmable analog arrays. A related but tunable filter circuit, with the first property is
further proposed, which employs an EXCCCII, and a single capacitor, for realizing an electronically
tunable all-pass filter of first order. The new proposed circuit’s workability, both in VM and CM
is shown through simulation studies. This study adds to the known theory on mode transformation
and symmetry aspects of circuits, while providing novel all-pass filtering circuit with phase-shifting
applications, both for voltage and current mode signals and electronic tuning ability for adoption in
modern electronics and information systems.
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Abstract
A Meta-Search engine is an optimal tool that uses search words and phrases and transmits
them away to multiple search engines. It then comes back with the categorized results to the user.
One example is, we created a Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia (UKM) Patent meta-search engine
that takes patents from a number of search engines, such as Google patent and Patent Mall. This
website enables UKM students to investigate patents inside Patent Mall, the UKM database and
the Google patent search engine. This paper aims at web design and its development using different
tools and programming languages, such as open source ASP.Net and SQL Server Database. Some
of these are used to retrieve information from search engines such as the Google patent application
programming interface (API) and Post Query to Patent Mall. In this project, we set up a new
framework for the first meta-search engine specialised in patents, which will reduce worthless pages
in search results. Additionally, the UKM database contains private university UKM patents. The
UKM patent meta-search will extract (or retrieve) these patents based on Language-Integrated
Query (LINQ) which is used for conveniently extracting and processing patents from the UKM
database. Finally, the UKM meta-search is a new solution to the problem of obtaining requested
information quickly.
Keywords: API; Google Patent; LINQ; Meta-Search Engine; Patent Mall; UKM Database

1

Introduction

Searching for information is currently an activity of great importance. It searches large volumes of
documents available to find those that best fit our needs in the shortest time possible. To this end,
information search tools are implemented to help find information in a large corpus of documents.
Therefore, several questions arise about these tools; especially about their performance and relevance
of the results that they return. A meta-search engine is a search engine whose main feature is that
it forwards a query to several other search engines simultaneously as demonstrated in Figure 1 and
collects and processes the results. The results can be easily arranged one after the other [6]. In other
words, meta-search is software that draws its information from several other search engines. This
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allows users to enter the subject of their research once and access multiple responses from different
search engines [2]. Some meta-search engines don’t use an algorithm, but still present the resulted
information of the sources found. The UKM patent meta-search is a friendly website that gives all
similar patent information from other search engines. To achieve this goal, we need to be able to
connect to it from this website. In this paper, the reason why the UKM patent adopts this meta-search
engine is because it assists in generating results accurately and conveniently from an increasing number
(millions) of patents and from many different search engines. Finally, the UKM patent meta-search
engine allows researchers to quickly get accurate information from different search engines.
A preliminary work of this project was presented in a conference [10] where the implementation of
the framework and the results have not been addressed and analyzed due to limited space in Conference
Proceedings. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the meta-search engine
concept is simply introduced. The proposed framework for UKM patent meta-search engine is described
in Section 3. Section 4 analyzes the interaction between components of framework. The implementation
of the proposed framework is presented in Section 5. Section 6 discusses the experimental results.
Finally, Section 7 draws the conclusions and future work.

2

Meta-Search Engine

A meta-search engine is an internet search tool that collects search results using many different search
engines, indexes, and clusters, and organizes them using cutting-edge technology. It then uses Latent
Semantic Analysis to quickly discover the relevant results. It saves time using intelligent indexing to
quickly focus only on the results of interest. Meta-search engine has been classified for several types
of searching queries. Some of meta-search engines are used for general purpose of searching based on
Google, Yahoo, and Bing search engines. Other meta-search engines are used for specific search query
like searching based on country, file type and site type, as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Classifications of meta-search engine

Search engines have become a daily tool for Internet users and the educational process. However, an
increasing number of pages per day (in the millions) make it difficult for researchers to find information.
Therefore, they require an easier method to obtain information quickly. The UKM meta-search engine
is a new solution for these problems. The architecture standard of meta-search engines is shown in
Figure 2.
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Figure 2: The architecture standard of meta-search engine [7]

2.1

Limitations of Search Engines

According to [16], most existing web pages are not indexed. Each search engine captures a different
percentage of the total; but no one can say exactly what proportion has been captured. The estimated
size of the World Wide Web is at least 5,000 million pages; however, there is a much greater depth;
estimated at about 500,000 million pages within databases whose contents are not captured by the
search engines. These dynamic web pages take shape within a web server when a user asks for it;
therefore, a conventional search engine cannot access them. Page United States Patent and Trademark
Office (Patent Office and registered US marks) is an example: if a search engine can find your homepage,
one can only search their database of individual patents by searching for the site itself. [13] The study
result of a search engine query can sometimes give ambiguous results:
• Confusion between the part and the whole: Google can index some of the knowledge that is
published on the web; but what is indexed by Google is not the entire Web, or all of the knowledge
present worldwide.
• Confusion between quality and quantity: the countdown is preferred answers to the evaluation of
the argumentative quality.
• Confusion between information and reality: the information provided by Google reflects reality
without an intermediary.

2.2

Benefits of Meta-Search Engine

In [19], authors conducted an explicit study on the benefits of Meta-search engines:
• For access to multiple retrieval systems, the user must learn to work with only one interface. This
may not take into account the differences in various search systems.
• Eliminate duplications in the search.
• From the user?s perspective, it is more efficient if every query is entered only once. The query is
evaluated in parallel and does not need to be entered for each system separately.
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• Meta-search systems contribute to higher search completeness. Individual systems are not measured by the amount of indexed files only; but also by the content focus of the database. By
utilizing meta-search engines so the user has a higher chance that their query will get more relevant documents.

2.3

Meta-Search Engine Architecture

Traditionally, the meta-search engine?s server has to wait for responses from all search services to
which it has forwarded the search, in order to start with the results representation [7]. This result
faces delays compared to a normal search engine. In order to counter this, a display that has been
updated in each case, upon the arrival of different search results, can be carried out; or slow-response
search engines can be excluded from the search. The current generation of meta-search engines also
allows syntax translations; so that even more complex search queries can be sent to the respective search
engines [14]. Two investigations on the problem of recovery of similar documents are identified [21], [12].
These works proposed fingerprint processes to represent the input document sets of relevant terms.
Both architectures make use of meta-search engines to retrieve large lists of candidates for similar
documents. In [21], authors use cosine similarity of the vector model to compare the search query with
the documents snippets. In [12] text similarity algorithms such as Patricia and k-grams are used to
compute the similarity. The following will study the standard architecture of a meta-search engine.

2.4

Standard Architecture

Apart from basic search engines, meta-search engines consist of four main software components; User
Interface, Dispatcher, Display, and Personalization & Knowledge [11]. The software component architecture of a meta-search engine is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Components of a meta-search engine [11]

1) User Interface: should be very easy to use. However, this makes no difference in providing a
unification of the various interfaces of various search engines.
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2) Dispatcher: deals with consultations that interact with different modules related to search engines.
It is responsible for sending adequate consultations for each search engine and then collecting the
returned results.
3) Display: generates a results page from the replies received. This may involve ranking, parsing
and clustering of the search results or just plain stitching.
4) Personalization/Knowledge: may contain either or both. Personalization may involve weighting
of search results/query/engine for each user.

3

Proposed Framework for UKM Patent Meta-Search Engine:
System Architecture

The system framework as shows in Figure 4 consists of components based on design layers developed
in the UKM patent meta-search engine framework. Each component has proposed control of the tasks
necessary to solve the problem of retrieving similar patents from the search engines. In this system, we
have design-oriented services based on Web Services. In this system, the service can combine results
from other search engines. In this case, the services allow users to deal with the web interface to retrieve
similar patents. The interaction between the components is explained as follows. The process begins
with text input at the user-interface and ends with a list of patents that are similarity ranked. The input
is converted into a set of queries generated by the user-interface process that assigns greater probabilities
of occurrence to the most relevant terms. Then, the queries are sent in parallel to a customizable list
of search engines.
Finally, the patents are retrieved, merged and ranked by the strategy proposed in the model and
returned to the users; which, in this case, is the user interface. The following sections will describe the
overview of the main components of the UKM patent meta-engine framework; which consists of four
layers; front-end GUI, Middle-end meta-search, back-end search engines, and back-end UKM patent
database. These components are illustrated in Figure 4.

Figure 4: UKM patent meta-search engine framework
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Front-End GUI

The front-end GUI is the first layer in the system architecture of the UKM patent meta-search engine
that interacts directly and transparently to the user with webpage interfaces. It is therefore merely a
front-end that collects, organizes and manages information collection. However, it also translates user
interaction in order to provide a text interface that is in charge of performing specific operations on
the website, such as sending queries and displaying results on the front page of the website. This layer
consists of two main components: results visualization Para-diagram and reformulation query. The
results visualization is responsible classified by patents search engine, each in a tab. On each tab title
patents documents are highlighted with a color for easy identification, the URL has a color that stands
out, and left tab show the images of patent display in picture box. The user can click to image to get
the URL of patents. The other component, reformulation the query provide a reformulation user query
that generates a new query and initial request, in order to achieve more relevant documents from those
provided by a non-reformulated query.

3.2

Middle-End Meta-Search

The Meta-search layer is the layer between the front-end GUI and the back-end. The interaction flow
of this layer is either with the dispatcher or retrieved data that is saved from these search engines
and the UKM database. The main task of the Meta-search in this system architecture is to distribute
queries and merge the results retrieved from the search engines and the UKM database; all of the
retrieved data that needs clustering and format conversion. There are five main components found in
this layer; query dispatcher, result rank and merger, information extractor and sorting with filtering.
The Query Dispatcher consists of two main components; SQL Based Interface and Non-SQL Interface.
It is responsible route query to either Non-SQL or SQL, depend on it attribute. Each attribute processed
by the Dispatcher to pass the query. The algorithm for rank and merge results use the Top Document
search engine score (TopD) [11]. It allows classification and sorting of the retrieved patents. The
extractor results from different search engines that need to be merged and stored either in a database
or in xml format. This layer also sorts and filters the obtained results, based on the distance of cosines
(commonly used in the vector model of information retrieval) [20], and neatly shows three tabbed results
(Google patents, Mall Patents and UKM Patents).

3.3

Back-End

Back-end is comprised of two components, namely search engines and UKM patent database as shown
in Figure 4. The search engine module in this system?s architecture interacts with the middle-end layer
through the query dispatcher, either directly to UKM database or indirectly retrieving information,
like Google patents API and post query that supported by Patent Mall. However, there is no direct
interaction from the back-end to the GUI layer.
The search engine back-end module indirectly serves the front-end services; usually by being closer
to the required resource or by having the capability to communicate with the required resource. For
example, the resource in this system?s architecture are the Google patent search engine and Patent mall
databases. The main task of this layer is to collect patents from search engines using tools like API
and Post query. API is a JavaScript library that allows inserting Google Patents into the UKM Patent
meta-search website. It also obtains requests and query strings for patents that appear in URLs from
Patent Mall. These patents consist of title, URL, images, and the description of the patent. The UKM
Patent database represents the established connection between the SDN Server and the databases. It
is a standard that defines Microsoft SQL Server interfaces between middle-end and back-end servers
on databases. The main task of this layer is to establish gateways that allow users to access different
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Figure 5: Sequence diagram of UKM patent meta-search engine
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databases within a distributed environment using translation methods. It is also the administrative
centre of the UKM patent meta-search engine website. The construction and implementation of the
web, managing editing and insertion patent’s content, are made through this elegant and intuitive
interface. However, there is no direct interaction from the back-end to the GUI layer, but an indirect
interaction through accessing the administration panel; either from the ”Administration” menu item
on the homepage.

4

Analysis Model

In this section the flows of detailed interaction between components of framework analysis by developing
a sequence diagram as shown in Figure 5. The process begins when the user enters a term of query in
the Web Interface. Then the web interface creates an instance of Query which returns the set of queries
created from the terms. After that established connection to server Software Defined Network (SDN).
The queries are sent to external search engine which in turn sends them to the corresponding external
search engine by query dispatcher. The external search engines are returned the patents to Meta-search
which in turn extract information, filtering, sorting, and merge the results to SDN server then performs
ranking the results or give the scoring for patents. Final after ranking return to the Web interface to
displaying for users a final result with similar patents are retrieved.

5

Implementation of the Framework

This section is going to present the implementation of the proposed framework presented in Figure 4.
First we will presents the development environment used to implement the system including .Net framework platform, and Microsoft SQL server. This is followed by detail explanation on the implementation
of the graphical user interface (GUI) for the service provider and the service student sides and for
middle layer (meta-search). The following Figure 6 shows the implantation steps of framework of UKM
patent meta-search engine.

Figure 6: Implementation steps

Figure 7 shows the tool consisting of components based on its design layers developed in Figure 4.
Each proposed component controls the tasks necessary to solve the problem of recovery similar patents
from different search engines.
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The interaction between these components is explained below; The process begins with input query
terms delivering user-interface, and ends with a list of Web patents by similarity rank output. The input
is converted into a set of queries generated by reformulation query that assigns greater probabilities of
occurrence to the most relevant terms. Then queries are sent in parallel to a customisable list of search
engines. Finally, patents are retrieved and returned to the user interface which also allows the user to
evaluate the quality of the results.

5.1

Front-End GUI

This subsection provides the graphical interface developed for user interaction with the website, and the
relationship between the different pages, and also, elaborate on the graphical user interface (GUI) of
the system implementation. The web interfaces are designed and developed by Microsoft visual studio
2013 that allows the development of web pages with a customisable design to the size of the device,
using ASP.Net, visual C#.Net, HTML, CSS and JavaScript. According to the Graphical User Interface
(GUI) design, this interface is comprised of two webpage interfaces:
5.1.1

Primary Form (Main Window)

The primary form is allocated for users to enter, post query and display results. That appears after
accessing the UKM Patent meta-search engine. It is a very simple screen, similar to the home screens of
many commercial search engines like Google patent or Mall patent. The Main window screen of UKM
patent meta-search engine can be seen in Figure 8.
This form was created using a combination of ASP.NET, HTML, and CSS. It is a part of the
index.aspx webpage, which links to meta2.css where the overall design of the site is defined. It consists
of a search text box, search button, and option buttons (button menu-drop) for aggregation or clustering
search (All patent, UKM patent, Google patent, and Mall patent). The search text box being the area
where the user enters their query and submits the entire form using the Search button. Also, all pages
have a common menu at the top of the screen for navigation between different webpages. This menu
implemented in masterpage.master page it is the back layout of the website.
The option buttons (button menu-drop) allow the user to decide whether they would like results
returned as aggregated like all Patent options, clustered regardless of that which option they pick
(UKM patent, Google patent, and Mall Patent). Aggregated is selected by default and the user cannot
select more than one of these options at a time. They are located to the left of the search text box.
The final four radio buttons are used to allow the user to specify the number of results they would like
returned. The options are 10, 20, 50, or 100, with 10 selected by default.
5.1.2

Secondary Form (Administration Webpage)

The second interface is allocated for administrator page (control panel) the person responsible for
the maintenance and operation of the computer system call (website master or Administrator). The
administrator module enables administrator to control meta-search engine databases to manage UKM
patents like adding a new patent to UKM database and modifying the patents in the following form as
show in Figure 9.

5.2

Middle-End Layer

This section provides interaction flow with this layer either dispatcher or retrieval data that are saved
in these search engines and UKM databases. In addition, we will describe the meta-search components
layer system implementation. In rank and merge results design Figure 4, the result arrays collected
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Figure 7: Navigation diagram of UKM patent meta-search engine
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Figure 8: Main window screen

Figure 9: UKM admin home webpage screen
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Table 1: Response time of queries
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Query
Terms
Motor
Computer
Network
Communication
Mobile
Laptop Computer
Barcode
System
Information
Information System

Response Time
Google P. P. Mall UKM P.
0.48
0.52
0.27
0.32
0.39
0.24
0.44
0.62
0.21
0.56
0.52
0.18
0.62
0.58
0.28
0.73
0.62
0.25
0.45
0.48
0.19
0.49
0.68
0.21
0.52
0.47
0.18
0.48
0.59
0.28

Figure 10: Snapshot of UKM patent meta-search engine
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from each engine are sent to rank.aspx where they are compared and combined into a single array and
displayed as a single list of results (aggregation). Each patent is listed in the order it was retrieved. As
well as a rank patent is to a sub-array. The algorithms used to define the order in which these results
are listed are distance of Cosines and Borda-Count [5, 17]. Distance of Cosines merges patents returned
into a unified list using only the rank positions of retrieved documents to assign a simple score, which
are essentially determined by the underlying search engines themselves [15]. The order in which arrays
are combined together using the add to total array() function in rank.aspx allows one to implement a
slight bias towards one engine over another. In this case, UKM patent results take preference, followed
by Google patent, and finally Mall Patent. Therefore, if two patents from different engines have the
same score, one patent from Google, and the second from Mall patent. The Google patent will precede
the Mall patent within the list of returned results.
The aggregated array using the C# function asort() in rank.aspx webpage, which sorts the associative
array in ascending order; i.e. sorts the array such that patents with the lowest reciprocal rank score
are displayed first. A new array is then initialised to hold only the top return number of results in the
aggregated array, using the C# function arrayslice(). The array is then sent to index.aspx webpage to
be displayed to the user.
The clustering refers to the partitioning of data into number of groups, or clusters. Clustering of
patents was performed using a number of steps. The first step is to create a vector space model of the
entire aggregated results set. Each patent is represented by a vector of n-dimensions if it contains n
amount of terms. Terms were identified for each document by tokenisation [4] the strings a document
contained. Each term was then assigned a numeric value or weighting using a method known as Term
Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency [18]. After which, the K-means clustering method could then be
applied. Once the entire document vector space [3] is assigned to a cluster, vectors are then recombined
with their matching patents and sent to index.aspx to be displayed. Though originally, one had iterated
the clustering process over the entire document vector space multiple times, it seemed to inhibit rather
than enhance the clustering results. For each iteration placing are more and more patents into the same
cluster. As such, it was reverted back to assigning vectors to clusters just once.

6

Results and Discussions

In order to assess the framework presented in Figure 4, a prototype system is developed and implemented
using virtual C# and ASP.net. The front-end user interface as shown in Figure 10 displays the results
obtained when running a query looking for ”motor” in left side. The results obtained from Google
patent search engine is depicted and the middle the results from Patent Mall display. In the right
side, the query results database is from UKM. The figure shows that the system is able to execute
retrieving, processing, filtering and arrangement of the patents obtained have been performed. This
interface displays classified patents from search engines, each in a tab. On each tab, the patent’s title
is highlighted in colour for easy identification and a snippet (or text summary) is clearly displayed. We
also test the query dispatcher to distribute the query to give quickly retrieved patents. We note that the
queries to external server take 0.4 second more time to execute. The connection through Google patent
API take 0.2 longer time compare to access our local database patents. We have met the chairman of
UKM patents in order to ensure usability of our proposed framework. The user is satisfied with the
system performance and usability since it gives quick access to UKM patent database. In addition, it
was able to retrieve patent result from Google patent online service as well as mall patent. We hosted
this project in the server support SDN to enable quick searches, above using a traditional hosting server.
In addition, we run 10 terms queries as shown in Table 1. The results prove that local query takes
less time to perform compared to external source.
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Conclusions and Future Work

The UKM patent meta-search engine has become a necessity for students, professors and researchers in
order to give them patents easily and quickly. The goal is to enable users to find patents whose content
meets their information needs. However, we found that the idea of relevance depends on the user’s
satisfaction on one hand, and different meanings carried by the terms of the application on the other.
This finding is a weak point of looking for traditional information. It also represents the starting point
for new research paradigms. After proposing this architecture, our future work will improve the rank
and merge results algorithm. In addition, we will implement our framework with new mechanism using
optional filed on Internet Protocol Security (IPSec’s) Encapsulating Security Payload (ESP) frame [1,8].
Based on [9] and use of Distributed Alternative Binding Cache mechanism (DABC), we will apply this
system to accelerate retrieval results.
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Abstract
Modular multiplication is a very important fundamental operation in exponentiation based
cryptography. Any problem of security, high cost or speed of a cryptosystem is based on modular
exponentiation. Modular exponentiation is realized by a series of modular multiplications. Therefore the performances of an exponentiation based cryptosystem can be increased by using a fast
modular multiplication algorithm. In this paper a new modular multiplication algorithm is presented with showing the algorithm is faster than the previous algorithms. The proposed algorithm
is based on the following two ideas. The remainder in regard to n can be constructed from the
remainder with modulus (n + 1)/2 and the remainder with modulus (n − 1)/2. It often happen that
(n + 1)/2 and (n − 1)/2 can easily be factorized, even if n is a prime number or difficult to be prime
factorized. Then, the Chinese Remainder Theorem can be applied to the remainder calculation
with those numbers as the modulus.
Keywords: ElGamal Cryptosystem; Modular Exponentiation; Modular Multiplication; Public Key
Cryptosystems; RSA Cryptosystem

1

Introduction

Modular multiplication is used in many cryptographic schemes, especially in the RSA public key cryptosystem and the El-Gamal public key cryptosystem. The most important and time-costly part in
exponentiation based cryptosystems is modular exponentiation. The speed of an algorithm is one of
key research areas of public key cryptosystems, and in order to improve the computation efficiency of
modular exponentiation, it is necessary to improve the performance of modular multiplication. It is
well known the modular arithmetic is usually performed on integers and in the context of cryptography, we assume all the variables used to perform modular arithmetic are integers unless and otherwise
mentioned.
For an example, c ≡ me mod n and m ≡ cd mod n are the most important operations in RSA public
key cryptosystem. Here, m is the message, c is the ciphertext, e is the public key, d is the private key and
n is generated by multiplying two large prime numbers, are all considered to be integers. When using
RSA, we transform the plaintext into sequence of integers according to certain rule and then divide
the sequence into many integer groups. In this case, calculating the modular exponentiation takes
extremely large time and space. This case limits the wide use of RSA to some extent. In security, there
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are opportunities to attack the public key cryptosystems from a brilliant attacker. So, it is clear that
finding a better modular multiplication algorithm to speed up modular exponentiation is an important
research area in exponentiation based cryptography.
The proposed method in this paper is based on the idea that the remainder for modulus n is constructed by the remainder with moduli different from n. In the already known method [1] the remainder
with modulus n + 1 and the remainder with modulus n + 2 was introduced by Akira Hayashi and the
method [9] the remainder with modulus 2n + 1 and the reminder with modulus 2n + 2 was introduced
by G.A.V. Rama Chandra Rao, P.V. Lakshmi, and N. Ravi Shankar. Ren-Junn Hwang, Feng-Fu Su
and Sheng-Hua Shiau [16] also were introduced an efficient method that the moderate factors of p + 1
and p − 1 by assuming p + 1 and p − 1 can be decomposed into products of mutually prime factors. The
proposed method in this paper differs from those methods. In this paper, the modulus n is constructed
from the remainder with modulus (n + 1)/2 and the remainder with modulus (n − 1)/2. It may be
possible to set n so that (n + 1)/2 and (n − 1)/2 can easily be prime factorized although the prime
factorization of the modulus n is difficult or impossible.
In RSA cryptography, the modulus n is not a prime number, but its prime factorization is not known
except for the decipherer. In El-Gamal cryptosystem, the modulus is a prime number. If (n + 1)/2 and
(n − 1)/2 can easily be prime factorized then the remainder operation can be sped up by applying the
Chinese Remainder Theorem.
In Section 2, some definitions and some theorems which are important to understand the proposed
method, RSA cryptosystem and El-Gamal cryptosystem are briefly described. The proposed method
with proof, numerical examples and the related algorithm are presented in Section 3. Sections 4 gives
the estimation of computational complexity of the proposed algorithm and comparing computational
complexity and the security of proposed algorithm with the direct method and with the algorithms are
introduced in [1], [8] and [14].

2

Remainder Computations

2.1

Chinese Remainder Theorem

Suppose that m1 , m2 , · · · mr are pairwise relatively prime positive integers, and let a1 , a2 , · · · ar be
integers. Then the system of congruences, X ≡ ai mod mi for 1 ≤ i ≤ r, has a unique solution modulo
M = m1 m2 · · · mr , which is given by: X = a1 M1 y1 +a2 M2 y2 +· · ·+ar Mr yr mod M , whereMi = M/mi
and yi ≡ (Mi − 1) mod mi for 1 ≤ i ≤ r.

2.2

RSA Public Key Cryptosystem

This public key cryptosystem was introduced by R.L. Rivest, A. Shamir and L. Adleman in 1978. This
cryptosystem was the first practical public key cryptosystem. Following is the RSA scheme.
1) Two large prime numbers are generated. Let p and q.
2) Modulus n is generated by multiplying p and q.
3) The totient of n is Φ(n) = (p − 1).(q − 1) is calculated.
4) Public Key: A prime number e is selected. Where 3 ≤ e ≤ φ(n) and gcd [e, φ(n)] = 1; gcd means
greatest common divisor.
5) Private Key: The inverse of e with respect to mod φ(n) is calculated. The RSA function for
message m and key k is, F (m, k) ≡ mk mod n. Encryption: me mod n ≡ c; Decryption: cd mod
n ≡ m.
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2.3

El-Gamal Cryptosystem [13]

This public key cryptosystem was introduced by Taher Elgamal in 1985.
Step 1: Global elements: Let any large prime number p and a primitive root g of p.
Step 2: Decryption key: x is private, Calculate g x mod p; where x ∈ Z. Publish (p, g, g x mod p).
Step 3: Encryption: Let the message is m;(0 < m < p) and choose y - private (0 < y < p). Compute
b = g y mod p. Then, c ≡ m.ay mod p. Send (b, c).
Step 4: Decryption: Compute bx mod p ≡ ay . Then, m ≡ ay

3

−

1

mod p.

The Proposed Modular Multiplication Method

A new modular multiplication method is presented in this section.

3.1

The Theorem:

2
Let y = X mod n, where 0 ≤ X ≤ ( n−1
2 ) . Let

y1
y2

n+1
)
2
n−1
= X mod (
).
2
= X mod (

(1)
(2)

Then y can be expressed as follows: If y1 > y2 and y1 + y2 , (n − 1)/2 both are even or both are odd, then

y≡

(2y1 + 2y2 − 1 + n)
(modn)
4

(3)

y≡

(2y1 + 2y2 − 1 + 3n)
(modn)
4

(4)

Otherwise

If y2 ≥ y1 and y1 , y2 both are even or both are odd, then
(y1 + y2 )
(modn)
2

(5)

(y1 + y2 + n)
(modn)
2

(6)

y≡
Otherwise

y≡
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3.2

Proof

From Equation (1) we can get 2y1 = 2X mod (n + 1), there exists an integer p such that
n+1
)p + y1
2
From Equation (2) we can get 2y2 = 2X mod (n − 1), there exists an integer q such that
X=(

X=(

n−1
)q + y2
2

(7)

(8)

From Equation (7),
2X = (n + 1)p + 2y1

(9)

2X = (n − 1)q + 2y2

(10)

2(n − 1)X = (n + 1)(n − 1)p + 2(n − 1)y1

(11)

From Equation (8),

Multiplying Equation (9) by (n-1),

Multiplying Equation (10) by (n+1),
2(n + 1)X = (n + 1)(n − 1)q + 2(n + 1)y2

(12)

From Equation (11) and Equation (12) we can get
2X

=

4X

=

(n2 − 1)
2
2(n + 1)y2 − 2(n − 1)y1 + (q − p)(n2 − 1).
(n + 1)y2 − (n − 1)y1 + (q − p)

First assume that q − p < 0. From Equation (2), y2 ≤
the inequality:

(n−3)
2

(13)
(14)

and from Equation (1), y1 ≥ 0 it follows

(n − 1)
(n2 − 1)
(n + 1) (n − 3) (n2 − 1)
(n + 1)
y2 −
y1 + (q − p)
≤
.
−
2
2
4
2
2
4
(n − 1)
(n2 − 1)
1
(n + 1)
y2 −
y1 + (q − p)
≤ − (n + 1) < 0.
2
2
4
2
It is concluded that X < 0, a contradiction. SinceX ≥ 0, from Equation (13), q − p cannot be negative.
Then assume that q − p > 1. From Equation (2), y2 ≥ 0 and from Equation (1), y1 ≤ (n−1)
2 , it follows
the inequality:
(n + 1)
(n − 1)
(n2 − 1)
y2 −
y1 + (q − p)
2
2
4
(n + 1)
(n − 1)
(n2 − 1)
y2 −
y1 + (q − p)
2
2
4
(n + 1)
(n − 1)
(n2 − 1)
y2 −
y1 + (q − p)
2
2
4

≥
≥
≥

(n − 1) (n − 1)
(n2 − 1)
.
+ 2.
2
2
4
(n2 + 2n − 3)
4
(n − 1)(n + 3)
(n − 1)(n − 1)
>
4
4

−
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n−1 2
2
It is concluded that X ≥ ( n−1
2 ) a contradiction. Since X ≤ ( 2 ) , from Equation (13), q-p cannot
be greater than one. Therefore q-p cannot be either negative or greater than one. Now it is clear that
q − p = 0 or q − p = 1. That is, q = p or q = p + 1. From q=p and using Equation (13). If y2 ≥ y1 and
y1 +y2 +n
2
(modn). From
y1 , y2 both are even or both are odd, then, y ≡ y1 +y
2 (modn). Otherwise y ≡
2
q = p + 1 and using Equation (14). If y1 > y2 and y1 + y2 , (n − 1)/2 both are even or both are odd,
then y ≡ 2y1 +2y42 −1+n (modn). Otherwise y ≡ 2y1 +2y42 −1+3n (modn).

Example 1. Let n = 31 and X = x2 When x = 7, y1 ≡ Xmod (n + 1)/2 ≡ 49 mod 16 ≡ 1 and
y2 ≡ X mod (n − 1)/2 ≡ 49 mod 15 ≡ 4. In this case y2 > y1 ; y1 odd and y2 even. Applying
mod 31 = 36
Equation (6), y ≡ (y1 +y22 +n) mod n = (1+4+31)
2
2 mod 31 = 18, is obtained and it is agreed
with the direct calculation of 49 mod 31 ≡ 18.
Example 2. Consider the RSA example in the original paper [15]. Let n = 2773 and X = x2 .
When x = 920, y1 ≡ X mod (n + 1)/2 ≡ 846400 mod 1387 ≡ 330and y2 ≡ X mod (n − 1)/2 ≡
846400 mod 1386 ≡ 940. In this case y2 > y1 ; y1 and y2 both are even. Applying Equation (5),
2)
y ≡ (y1 +y
mod n = (330+940)
mod 2773 = 1270
2
2
2 mod 2773 = 635 mod 2773 = 635 is obtained and it is
agreed with the direct calculation of 9202 mod 2773 ≡ 635. According to above examples, computation
of mod (n+1)
and mod (n−1)
are used instead of the computation mod n.
2
2

3.3

New Remainder Multiplication Algorithm

This algorithm is based on the theorem in Section 3. In this algorithm the Chinese Remainder Theorem
is used to derive y1 and y2 . This helps to improve the speed of calculations.
Preliminary Computation For The Algorithm:
As the preliminary computation, (n + 1)/2 and (n − 1)/2 are decomposed into products of mutually
prime factors. This needs not be the prime factorization.
(n + 1)
2

=

(n − 1)
2

=

k
Y
i=1
m
Y

(pi )

(15)

(qi ).

(16)

i=1

Assume that the modulus (n + 1)/2 and (n − 1)/2 are decomposed as above, the next algorithm receives
x such that 0 ≤ X ≤ ((n − 1)/2)2 , and outputs y = x2 mod (p1 .p2 . · · · .pk ).
Algorithm 1 Algorithm newmod(x, p, y)
1: 1 Input: x, 0 ≤ x ≤ (n − 1)/2, p = (p1 , p2 · · · pk )
2: 2 Output: y = x2 mod (p1 p2 · · · pk )
3: 3 Calculate xi = x mod pi , i = 1, · · · , k
4: 4 Calculate ai = x2i , i = 1, · · · , k
5: 5 Calculate ai = ai mod pi , i = 1, · · · , k
6: 6 Calculate y by Chinese Remainder Theorem (a, p, y)
Here, y1 = x2 mod (n + 1)/2 and y2 = x2 mod (n − 1)/2 are obtained by newmod(x, p, y1 ) and
newmod(x, q, y2 ) respectively. The remainder xu can calculate similarly.
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Example 3. Consider the RSA example in the original paper [15]. Let n = 2773. As preliminary
computations, (n + 1)/2 and (n − 1)/2 are decomposed:
(n + 1)
2
(n − 1)
2

=
=

2774
= 1387 = 19 × 73
2
2772
= 1386 = 2 × 32 × 7 × 11.
2

Let p1 = 19 and p2 = 73, q1 = 126 and q2 = 11. Assume that x = 920 and y = x2 mod n is
to be calculated. Using the newmod algorithm, Algorithm newmod(920, (19 ∗ 73), y1 ) is shown in the
following: Calculate x1 = 920 mod 19 = 8 and x2 = 920 mod 73 = 44. Calculate a1 = 82 = 64
and a2 = 442 = 1936. Calculate a1 = 64 mod 19 = 7 and a2 = 1936 mod 73 = 38. Solving the
following system of congruence equations y1 = 330 is obtained. Similarly, using the newmod algorithm,
Algorithm newmod(920, (126 ∗ 11), y2 ) is shown in the following: Calculate x1 = 920 mod 126 = 38 and
x2 = 920 mod 11 = 7. Calculate a1 = 382 = 1444 and a2 = 72 = 49. Calculate a1 = 1444 mod 126 = 58
and a2 = 49 mod 11 = 5. Solving the following system of congruence equations y2 = 940 is obtained.
Since y2 > y1 ; y1 and y2 both are even. Applying Equation (5), y ≡ (y1 + y2 )/2 mod (2773) =
(330 + 940)/2 = 1270/2 = 635 is obtained.

4

Computational Complexity

In this section, the computational complexity of the proposed method is compared with the following
4 methods.
1) The ordinary direct method;
2) Akira Hayashi method [1];
3) G.A.V. Rama Chandra Rao, P.V. Lakshmi, and N. Ravi Shankar method [8];
4) Ren-Junn Hwang, Feng-Fu Su and Sheng-Hua Shiau method [14].
Note that the computational complexity is considered only for the multiplications and divisions and
assume that the parallel computation is not used in each multiplication or division. It is assumed that the
ordinary straightforward computation is applied. The computational complexity for the multiplication
and the division describes as follows:
• Mul (a, b) = Computational complexity for a × b bit number = b(a + b);
• Div (a, b)= Computational complexity for a ÷ b bit number = b(a − b).
The computational complexity in the preliminary computation is not included and assume that n
consists of a bits and p1 , p2 , · · · pk and q1 , q2 , · · · qm consists of b bits at the maximum.

4.1

Ordinary Direct Method

The computational complexity of the direct method calculation of x2 mod n = The multiplication of
two a-bit numbers + The division of 2a-bit number by a-bit number =M ul(a, a) + Div(2a, a) = 3a2 .
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4.2

Computational Complexity of Akira Hayashi Method [1]

In 1st step-The division of a-bit number by b-bit number; In 2nd step-The multiplication of two bbit numbers; In 3rd step-The division of 2b-bit number by b-bit number; Therefore the computational
complexity for each i = Div(a, b)+M ul(b, b)+Div(2b, b) = b(a+2b). In solving the system of congruence
equations, = The multiplication of b-bit number and a-bit number + The division of (a + b) bit number
by a-bit number =M ul(a, b) + Div(a + b, a) =b(2a + b). Therefore the computational complexity for
proposed method =b(a + 2b) + b(2a + b) =3b(a + b).

4.3

Computational Complexity of G.A.V. Rama Chandra Rao, P.V. Lakshmi, and N. Ravi Shankar Method [8]

In 1st step-The division of a-bit number by b-bit number; In 2nd step-The multiplication of two bbit numbers; In 3rd step-The division of 2b-bit number by b-bit number; Therefore the computational
complexity for each i = Div(a, b)+M ul(b, b)+Div(2b, b) =b(a+2b). In solving the system of congruence
equations, = The multiplication of b-bit number and a-bit number + The division of(a + b) bit number
by a-bit number =M ul(a, b) + Div(a + b, a) =b(2a + b). Therefore the computational complexity for
proposed method =b(a + 2b) + b(2a + b) = 3b(a + b).

4.4

Computational Complexity of Ren-Junn Hwang, Feng-Fu Su and ShengHua Shiau Method [14]

The computational complexity of modular exponentiation xy mod z =1.5l(y)[M (l(z))+2M od(l(z))+1].
Where, l(k) is denoted by the bit length of k, M(k) is denoted by the computational complexity of
multiplication and Mod (k) is denoted by the computational complexity of modulus, which are associated
with the bit length of k.

4.5

Computational Complexity of the Proposed Method

In 1st step-The division of a/2-bit number by b-bit number; In 2nd step-The multiplication of two b-bit
numbers; In 3rd step-The division of 2b-bit number by b-bit number; Therefore the computational
complexity for each i = Div(a/2, b) + M ul(b, b) + Div(2b, b) = b( a2 − b) + 2b2 + b2 = b( a2 + 2b). In solving
the system of congruence equations, = The multiplication of b-bit number and a/2 -bit number + The
division of (a/2+b) bit number by a/2 -bit number =M ul( a2 , b)+Div( a2 +b, a2 ) = b( a2 +b)+ a2 ( a2 +b− a2 ) =
a
b(a + b). Therefore the computational complexity of the proposed method =b( + 2b) + b(a + b) =
2
3b
(a + 2b).
2

4.6

Comparisons: Computational Complexity

The computational complexity of the calculation of x2 mod n (See Figure 1).
According to the Figure 1, it is clear that when b= a/2, the proposed new methods is better than the
other three methods including the ordinary direct method. But, when b= a,the proposed new method
is better than the Akira Hayashi Method and G.A.V. Rama Chandra Rao, P.V. Lakshmi, and N. Ravi
Shankar method. But the ordinary direct method is the best.
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Figure 1: Comparisons of computational complexity
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4.7

Comparisons: Security

Security advantages of this method are described in briefly, here. Security is the most important
feature of a cryptosystem. On the other hand, modular exponentiation is the core operation of a
cryptosystem. When n and m are very large numbers, evaluating xn mod m is an operation consuming
very long time. Therefore to reduce the time and cost, small exponents are chosen. But, this case
can jeopardize the cryptosystem and provides big opportunities to adversaries. Hence, to increase
the security of a cryptosystem it is essential use a large exponent. The computation time problem of
modular exponentiation can be reduced by using a fast modular multiplication algorithm. Therefore,
the introduced new modular multiplication method is better than the other multiplication methods, to
increase security of a cryptosystem.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, it is shown that the remainder for n can be determined from the remainders y1 and y2
with those as the modulus and also has shown that the Chinese Remainder Theorem can be applied
to the calculation of y1 and y2 . The remainder multiplication can be realized with less computational
complexity. It is shown that the speed of modular exponentiation based cryptosystems like RSA cryptosystem can be improved by the proposed new method. The effectiveness of the proposed method
depends strongly on whether or not (n + 1)/2 and (n − 1)/2 can be decomposed into small prime
factors.
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Abstract
Machine Learning is an application of artificial intelligence that provides systems the ability to
automatically learn and improve from experience without being explicitly programmed. The main
idea of any machine learning application is that we have data set about any topic we try to make
prediction for it and apply this data set on machine learning algorithm to get intelligence app. So
in this paper we try to discover machine learning algorithm with some data sets if we can apply
all machine learning algorithms on any data set or some data set need specific machine learning
algorithm.
Keywords: Classification; Clustering; Prediction

1

Introduction

The primary goal of technology is helping people to improve their quality of life. Technology can assist
us with our limitations. So we can use it to improve our Communication, Work and Learning [6].
Machine Learning focus on the development of computer programs that can access data and use it
learn for themselves. The main idea of what are going to do in this paper we have some data set apply
on it some of machine learning algorithms and discover if we get intelligence app or not the steps is as
shown in (Figure 1)

Figure 1: Machine learning steps
In this paper we try to discover if machine algorithm working with any data set or can work fine with
data set and others not give good result. So we are going to use some data sets called amazon baby,
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people wiki and home data and these data sets is working fine in predictions with specific machine
algorithms (Classification, Clustering and Regression) [3, 8, 13, 14] so we are going to use all algorithms
with each data sets and discover if is all algorithm working fine with all data set or not [4, 7, 10, 12].

2

Classification Algorithm

The definition of classification algorithm is assigning objects to predefined classes. And classification
algorithm is supervised algorithms this mean that training set of pre-defined examples [1, 2, 5, 9, 11, 15].

2.1

Classification with Classification

The data set working with classification called amazon baby. So we are going to use tools to use it
to help us in predications of coursera course with cloud technology called ipython juypter. At first we
are going to discover the data set to know how to working on It to make predication. These data set
have 183531 record to make predication and have three columns called name, review and rating so we
are going to make predication through rating so at first we are going to use count words algorithms to
count words in the same review so we are going to add new column in the data set called word count
after doing this we are going to test on training sentence to discover its review so we are going to predict
for specific rating that more than rate 3 and create new column called sentiment for prediction present
if 1 or less than this and we are going to test with 80 percentage training data and others for testing
data and apply on these data logistic classifier on the column word count and after apply this we get
this graph as show in (Figure 2)

Figure 2: Result of applying logistic classifier on data set
So now we success with classification algorithm with these data set and now can predict with any
data.
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2.2

Classification with Clustering

The data set working with classification called amazon baby we try to use it with clustering algorithm.
So we are going to use tools to use it to help us in predications of coursera course with cloud technology
called ipython juypter. At first we are going to discover the data set to know how to use these data
set with cluster algorithm. The main idea of clustering is grouping data depend on distance between
these data by the similarity between them and in this data set and when we try to apply classification
algorithm on these data and add new column called word count to count the words in review column
and we try to give more weight to informative words we weight them by their tf idf scores and apply k
nearest techniques on data set and after that we can apply classification on these data set.

2.3

Classification with Regression

The data set working with classification called amazon baby we try to use it with regression algorithm.
So we are going to use tools to use it to help us in predication of coursera course with cloud technology
called ipython juypter. At first we are going to discover the data set to know how to use these data
set with regression algorithm. The main idea of regression is to predict the output of data based on
relationship between a dependent variable and one or more independent variables and when we try to
apply regression algorithm on these data set we use the regression on the rate column only as a feature
we find that max error is 3.2852451 so we can apply regression algorithm on these data set.

3

Clustering

The definition of clustering algorithm is dividing the data points into a number of groups such that
data point in the same groups are more similar to other data points in the same group. And clustering
algorithm is an unsupervised machine learning approach. No labels provided.

3.1

Clustering with Clustering

The data set working with Clustering called people wiki. So we are going to use tools to use it to help
us in predications of coursera course with cloud technology called ipython juypter. At first we are going
to discover the data set to know how to working on It to make predication. These data set have 59071
record to make predication and have three columns called Uri, name and text so we are going to make
predication through text so at first we are going to use count words algorithms to count words in the
text so we are going to add new column in the data set called word count after doing this we are going
to use technique of tf idf on the word count column and we are going to use the cosine similarity to
consists these data to groups depend on the similarity between them and this happen by using nearest
neighbor model for document retrieval to the distance between words and we are going to test on it by
passing any text to know if this success or not and actually we success as shown in (Figure 3).

3.2

Clustering with Classification

We cannot apply classification on these data set.

3.3

Clustering with Regression

The data set working with clustering called people wiki we try to use it with regression algorithm. So
we are going to use tools to use it to help us in predication of coursera course with cloud technology
called ipython juypter. At first we are going to discover the data set to know how to use these data
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Figure 3: Result of testing text

set with regression algorithm. The main idea of regression is to predict the output of data based on
relationship between a dependent variable and one or more independent variables and when we try to
apply regression algorithm on these data set by adding new column called rating with constant value is
1 but we find that there is a problem and may not provide accurate predictions for validation on testing
data set.

4

Regression

The definition of regression used to predict the output of data based on relationship between a dependent
variable and one or more independent variables.

4.1

Regression with Regression

The data set working with Regression called home data. So we are going to use tools to use it to
help us in predications of coursera course with cloud technology called ipython juypter. At first we
are going to discover the data set to know how to working on It to make predication. These data set
make predication and have more columns called id, date, price, bedrooms, bathrooms, sqtfit live, view,
condition, grade, sqft above, sqft basement, yr built, yr review, long, sqft living15 and sqft lot15 so we
are going to make predication through price with sqft living and we discover on the data set to know
the result and we got the result as show in (Figure 4).
Now we are going to apply regression model on the result above with training data set with 80
percentage and other 20 percentage for testing and after applying this we got the result as show in
(Figure 5).
And after we applying regression model on data set and try to testing it we have success in applying
it to prediction.

4.2

Regression with Classification

The data set working with Regression called home data we try to use it with classification algorithm.
So we are going to use tools to use it to help us in predications of coursera course with cloud technology
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Figure 4: Result of discover home price depend on the sqft living

Figure 5: Result of applying regression model on data set

called ipython juypter. At first we are going to discover the data set to know how to use these data set
with classification algorithm. The main idea of classification is to predict data depend on predefined
data and in this data set we try to apply classification algorithm on it and after applying it on data set
we find that give predications of data with max error 3.285

4.3

Regression with Clustering

The data set working with Regression called home data we try to use it with clustering algorithm. So
we are going to use tools to use it to help us in predications of coursera course with cloud technology
called ipython juypter. At first we are going to discover the data set to know how to use these data set
with cluster algorithm. The main idea of clustering is grouping data depend on distance between these
data by the similarity between them and in this data set we try to apply clustering algorithm on it and
after applying it on data set we find that give low predications of data with max error 1.34176.

5

Code Sample
1) DB Classification using Classification Algorithm: See Figure 6;
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Figure 6: DB Regression using Regression Algorithm

2) DB Classification using Clustering Algorithm: See Figure 7;

Figure 7: DB Regression using Regression Algorithm

3) DB Classification using Regression Algorithm: See Figure 8;
4) DB Clustering using Regression Algorithm: See Figure 9;
5) DB Clustering using Clustering Algorithm: See Figure 10;
6) DB Clustering using Classification Algorithm: We cannot apply classification algorithm on this
dataset because it isn’t contains any column to do calculations of algorithm on it.
7) DB Regression using Classification Algorithm: See Figure 11;
8) DB Regression using Clustering Algorithm: See Figure 12;
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Figure 8: DB Regression using Regression Algorithm

Figure 9: DB Regression using Regression Algorithm

Figure 10: DB Regression using Regression Algorithm
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Figure 11: DB Regression using Regression Algorithm

Figure 12: DB Regression using Regression Algorithm
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9) DB Regression using Regression Algorithm: See Figure 13.

Figure 13: DB Regression using Regression Algorithm

6

Conclusion

In this paper we try to discover if machine learning algorithm working with any data set or each
algorithm will work fine with some data set and with other not working fine. And in this paper with
the data sets we discover that some algorithm will work with data set and others cannot achieve our
goal as show in Table 1.
Table 1: Some algorithm will work with data set
Algorithm/Database
Classification
Clustering
Regression

Classification
Max error:
Rmse:
Max error:
Rmse:
Max error: 3.28524518
Rmse: 2.41897763

Clustering
—
—
Max error:
Rmse:
Max error: 1.34717629
Rmse: 1.34711922

Regression
Max error: 3.285
Rmse: 2.4189
Max error: 1.34176
Rmse: 1.34711921
Max error: 4143550.888
Rmse: 256191.028
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Abstract
This paper presents new sinusoidal oscillator employing operational amplifiers and six passive
components with the advantage of easy tuning of oscillator frequency. Separate resistive elements
control the frequency and the condition of oscillation. The easy control over the frequency and
condition of oscillation through separate resistors makes the circuit practically feasible. The new
proposed circuit provides three outputs with progressive quadrature relationship. Simulation results
are presented using TINA software. The circuit is further experimentally tested for workablity by
using different set of components. The new proposed circuit is verified using low cost general
purpose operational amplifier.
Keywords: Circuit Design; Operational Amplifier; Quadrature Oscillators

1

Introduction

Voltage controlled voltage source operational amplifiers, also referred to as voltage operational amplifiers are the most versatile analog building block for voltage mode circuits and systems. The voltage
operational amplifiers (simply operational amplifiers) find applications in a wide range of linear and non
linear applications. Sinusoidal oscillators form the basic block of a large number of electronic instrumentation and communication systems. The oscillators providing more than one sinusoidal signals are
known as quadrature and multi phase oscillators, the former providing a 90o phase separated signals,
while the latter generates multiple outputs for designed phase shifts separation. The quadrature and
multiphase sinusoidal oscillators find wide ranging applications as standard test signals, in measurement
and instrument systems and in communication systems. For instance, a quadrature oscillator providing
90o separated signals is an integral part of a large number of communication circuits. Similarly two
phase inverted sine waves may be used for phase shift keying, Another example of four quadrature
signals application could be in quadrature phase shift keying, Some of these applications and many
other such applications have been the motivating factor for a large number of circuits being proposed
in open literature [4, 8, 10, 11].
The available oscillator circuits employing operational amplifiers (opamps) are based on the use
of two or three opamps. The circuits provide quadrature signals while employing different passive
component count [4, 8, 10]. The proposed circuit in this work is based on the use of four opamps while
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providing three signals. However, the new proposed circuit benefit from an easy tuning of oscillation
frequency, which is fully independent from the oscillation condition. The proposed circuit employs six
passive components: two capacitors and four resistors. Whereas the two resistors control the oscillation
frequency, the other two resistors control the oscillation condition. The subsequent sections deliberates
on the proposed circuit description, comparison with existing circuits, simulations results, experimental
results and concluding discussion.

Figure 1: Proposed opamp based quadrature oscillator circuit

2

The Proposed Circuit

The proposed circuit which realizes an oscillator with three 90o progressive phase shift is shown in
Figure 1. The circuit employs four opamps and six passive components. It may be noted that two of
the opamps are used as voltage followers, one opamp is configured as an inverter and one opamp is
configured as integrator. The circuit is characterized by the following characteristic equation.
s2 + s(

1
R2
1
−
)+
= 0.
R3 C 1
R1 R4 C2
R3 R4 C1 C2

(1)

Equation (1) yields the following frequency of oscillation (FO) and condition of oscillation (CO) respectively.
FO :
CO :

1
R3 R4 C1 C2
R2 R3 C1
R4 C 2 ≤
R1
ω0 = √

(2)
(3)

As a simple design, involving equal resistors (R3 and R4 ) and equal capacitors simplifies the CO
expression as below.
CO : R2 ≥ R1 .

(4)

From the above equations it is evident that the frequency of oscillation can be independently controlled
without affecting the condition of oscillation. For example, the CO can be adjusted through R1 and
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R2 whereas the FO can be independently adjusted through R3 and R4 . This feature makes the circuit
specially attractive, because it allows easy and independent control over the frequency and condition of
oscillation. The three outputs of oscillator Vo1 , Vo2 and Vo3 are related as below.
vo3

= −sR4 C2 vo1

(5)

vo2

= −vo1 .

(6)

Equations (5) and (6) imply that vo1 leads vo3 by 90o and vo2 is phase inverted with respect to vo1 .
Therefore, the proposed circuit generates three outputs with a progressive 90o phase shift. Next, the
sensitivity of FO to various resistive components is analyzed and found as below.
FO
SR
3 ,R4

= −1

(7)

FO
SR
1 ,R2

=

(8)

0.

Equations (7) and (8) show that the sensitivity of FO to R1 and R2 is zero, the property that makes
the circuit easily tune-able through R3 and R4 . The new proposed circuit is now compared with the
existing quadrature oscillators based on operational amplifiers. The Table 1 shows the comparative
study, which clearly suggests that the proposed circuit benefit from easy and completely independent
control over the oscillator frequency and condition of oscillation, while providing three outputs. It is
further seen that the new circuit requires fewer passive components for the available features. The new
proposed circuit based on opamps is low cost solution as compared to higher frequency oscillators based
on modern active elements [1–3, 5–7, 9].
Table 1: Comparative study

Ref.
[10]
[4]
[8] Fig. 8
[8] Fig. 9
Work

3

Number of
opamps
2
3
2
4
4

Passive
element count
7
8
6
10
6

No. of 90o
shifted outputs
2
2
2
2
3

FO and CO control
complete independence
No
No
No
No
Yes

Simulation and Experimental Studies

The new proposed quadrature oscillator circuit with three outputs is next simulated using UA741
model in the TINA software. The circuit is designed using capacitor values as 0.01 µF. The resistors
controlling the FO (R3 = R4 ) are varied to obtain different frequency of oscillation, while the resistors
controlling CO are chosen as 2.2 kΩ, with R2 made variable for sustained oscillation in the vicinity
of the mentioned value. The results for varying frequency of oscillation are shown in Figure 2, where
the FO affecting resistors are varied. It is observed that the FO can be independently tuned without
involving CO affecting resistors. Moreover, the simulated results are also in good agreement with the
theoretical values calculated using FO expression. Another result in form of three outputs are further
shown in Figure 3, where the FO is found as 10 KHz, and the three outputs are evidently spaced 90o
apart in phase.
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Figure 2: Frequency of oscillation (FO) tuning

Figure 3: Three simulated outputs (volts) of proposed circuit at 10 kHz
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To further verify the practicality of the proposed oscillator, commercially available low cost general
purpose opamp IC 741 are used to breadboard the new proposed circuit. The values of capacitor are
again chosen as 0.01 µF. The FO controlling resistors (R3 = R4 ) are varied, while CO controlling
resistors are realized using a 10 kΩ POT. The first set of results for 4.7 kΩ resistive elements is shown
in Figure 4. It may be noted that the measured value of resistors was 4.62 kΩ, thus resulting the
theoretical value of FO as 3.4 kHz. As seen from Figure 4, the experimental FO is 3.34 kHz which is
in good agreement with theoretical value. Furthermore the quadrature relationship of the two shown
outputs is also evident. Next set of experimental results for 2.2 kΩ resistors are shown in Figure 5. The
measured value of resistors is found as 2.15 kΩ, thus resulting in theoretical FO as 7.4 kHz, whereas
the experimental FO from Figure 5 is found as 6.54 KHz.

Figure 4: Experimental results for 4.7 kΩ resistors

Figure 5: Experimental results for 2.2 kΩ resistors

4

Conclusion

This work presents a new quadrature oscillator circuit using operational amplifiers and six passive
elements. The new circuit benefits from easy control over FO through independent resistive elements,
which are not involved in CO control. The circuit provides three outputs and is verified both through
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simulation studies as well as experimental results using low cost commercial opamps. The proposed
circuit may further be extended to four phase outputs by augmenting an inverting stage.
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Abstract
Network security is an activity which is designed to protect the integrity and usability of the
data and network. In network security [14], the branch of cryptography is which one can save and
transmit data in format particular so that only the user intended can read and process it, the text
encrypted is the cipher text which is then decoded on the receiver side. The algorithm of RSA is
an asymmetric cryptography technique, this is working on two keys i.e. public key and private key.
The proposed model takes four prime numbers in RSA. Instead of sending one public key directly,
send two public keys to the receiver. But there is problem of the speed, so that in RSA decryption
used Chinese remainder theorem to enhancement the speed of RSA decryption.
Keywords: Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT); Cryptography; Network Security; RSA

1

Introduction

Cryptography is defined as the study of techniques for ensuring the secrecy and authenticity of information. It is the science and study of secret writing which concerns the ways of communication and data
can be encoded to prevent disclosure of their contents through eavesdropping or message interception,
using codes, ciphers and other methods, so that only certain people can see the real message. With
regards to confidentiality, cryptography is used to encrypt data residing on storage devices or travelling
through communication channels to ensure that any illegal access is not successful [15].
The branch of Network Security and cryptography which covers range wide about how to protect
data in digital form and to provide security services [6]. Every day a large amount of data shared
through computer networks, network security has become very important aspect of networking, to
secure the data through some measures whether they are software measures or the hardware. Chinese
Remainder Theorem, CRT is one of the mathematics theorems which are important in the field of
cryptography [18]. Computing was the area original of the application and still important which is
related to various algorithmic aspects and computations modular.
In 1978, Rivest, Shamir, and Adleman invented a method to implement the cryptosystem public-key,
which is known as the RSA cryptosystem [17]. RSA cryptosystem is the most attractive and popular
security technique for many applications, such as electronic commerce and secure internet access. It
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has to perform modular exponentiation with large exponent and modulus for security consideration.
The RSA cryptosystem takes great computational cost. In many RSA applications, user uses a small
public key to speed up the encryption operation. However, the decryption operation has to take more
computational cost to perform modular exponentiation by this case [15], but It provides high security
and it is easy to implement, RSA is an asymmetric key algorithm (public key).
The proposed model for RSA cryptosystem contains four prime numbers [24] and by using two
public key instead of sending one public key directly [23], so that if an attacker has an opportunity of
hacking and getting the component of public key they cannot get the private key value by brute force
search. On the other hand RSA works quite slowly when its bit size increases after 1024bits, So that to
improve the speed on RSA decryption side used the Chinese remainder theorem (CRT) [15] by which
the scheme is semantically secure also. The objective of this paper enhancement the performance by
using Chinese [21] and increased the security by using two public keys in the encryption.

2
2.1

Existing Techniques
RSA Algorithm

The RSA cryptosystem [17] is invented by R. Rivest, A. Shamir, and L. Adleman, is widely most used
public key Cryptosystem. RSA algorithm is the first algorithm suitable for encryption and decryption [27]; The RSA algorithm used the multiplication modular and exponentiation [2]. The algorithm
of RSA is a cipher block which the plaintext [3] and cipher text are integers between 0 and n-1 for some
n. this algorithm is one of the best cryptosystem known asymmetric key for exchange key or digital
signatures or encryption block of data, which uses prime numbers.
In asymmetric cryptography or public key cryptography, two different keys are used for encryption
and decryption. One key is public and another one is private. By applying some the computation
mathematical of two large prime numbers, the keys are generated. Send the public key to everyone in
the system, but keep secret the private key in RSA. The RSA cryptosystem security depends upon the
difficulties of large prime numbers factorization. can be generated the Private Key by using information
of public key, which includes n (multiplication of prime numbers), the attacker cannot get the factor
prime of n and therefore the private key. And this makes the algorithm of RSA more secure.
RSA Key Generation:
1) Obtain two large numbers prime p and q of relatively same size such that their product
n = pq is required bit length for example 1024.
2) Compute n = pq and φ(n) = (p − 1)(q − 1).
3) Choose a random integer encryption such that gcd[e, φ(n)] = 1 and 1 < e < φ(n).
4) Compute the exponent secret d in the range 1 < d < φ such that: ed = 1 mod φ(n).
5) The public key is (e, n) and the private key is (d, n).
The secret values are d, p, q and φ.
1) n is known as the multiplication or modulus of the prime numbers.
2) e is known as the exponent public or exponent encryption or just the exponent.
3) d is known as the exponent private or exponent decryption.
RSA Encryption:
Sender does the following operations:
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1) Determine the public key.
2) The plaintext message represented as a message positive as an integer positive.
3) Calculates the cipher text: C = M e mod (n).
4) Send to the receiver the cipher text.
RSA Decryption:
The receiver does the following:
1) Use the private key (n, d) to compute plaintext: M = C d mod (n).
2) Extract the plaintext from the message representative M .

2.2

Chinese Remainder Theorem

CRT, Chinese Remainder Theorem, is the one of the main theorems of mathematics. It is can be used
in the cryptography field [21]. CRT continues to present itself in new contexts and open vistas for
new applications types. Original field of this application is the computing, continues to be important
as regards some aspects of algorithmic and computations modular. The Chinese remainder theorem
(CRT) is to determine a single integer from its remainders from a set of modulos. It has applications in
various areas, such as digital signal processing and cryptography. CRT allows for implementation the
RSA algorithm efficiently [1].
CRT is an algorithm with many applications in mathematics, the main area of its application is
the computing, and recently it is being used in cryptography. But in the field of cryptosystem, the
algorithm is used for functionality for modular computation. The size of the exponent decryption, d
and the modulus, n is very important because the complexity of the decryption in RSA depends directly
on it. The exponent decryption specifies the numbers of multiplication modular, there are necessary
to perform the exponentiation. The modulus, n play an important role in determined the size of the
intermediate results. A way to reduce the size of both d and n is by using the Chinese Remainder
theorem.
Theorem 1. Let m1 , m2 , · · · , mn be a pairwise relatively prime, i.e. gcd(mi , mj ) = 1 for all i and j
less than or equal to n where i 6= j. Then, the system of congruencies:
≡

a1 (mod(m1 ))

X ≡
..
.

a2 (mod(m2 ))
..
.

X

X

≡

an (mod(mn )).

Has a solution which is unique modulo the integer m1 , m2 , · · · , mn .
The RSA decryption and signature operation can be speeded up by using the CRT, where the
factors of the modulus N (i.e. and Q) are assumed to be known. By CRT, the computation of
M = CD(modN ) can be partitioned into two parts:
MP
MQ

=
=

CP DP (modP ),
DQ

CQ

(modQ).

(1)
(2)
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Where
CP

= C(modP )

(3)

DP

= D(modP − 1)

(4)

CQ = C(modQ)

(5)

DQ = D(modQ − 1).

(6)

This reduces computation time since DP, DQ < D and CP, CQ < C. In fact, their sizes are about half
the original sizes. In the ideal case, we can have a speedup of about 4 times.

2.3

RSA Using Multi-Keys

Generated multiple keys (two public and two private keys) [23] In RSA algorithm. In this algorithm
the computation time is more because of multiple keys, but the security is more [7] compared to the
standard algorithm (RSA). We are using two public and private keys in modified RSA algorithm [9], in
which we will be used four prime number and get public key and private key [26], also using two public
keys for encrypting and two private keys for decrypting [10]. It is less vulnerable to attack .there are 3
phases: Key generation, encryption, and decryption.
Key Generation : In the process of key generation we will generate multiple public key and private
keys. In this algorithm the public keys are apparent to both sender and receiver. And private
keys became secret. These are steps for process of key generation:
1) Select two set numbers randomly say r, s and p, q.
2) Find the value of (z, n), i.e., z = rs, n = pq.
3) Compute the value of φ(z) = (r − 1)(s − 1), φ(n) = (p − 1)(q − 1).
4) Select integer random e, g such that 1 < e < n, 1 < g < z and gcd(e, φ(n)) = 1, gcd(e, φ(z)) =
1.
5) Compute the value of T, d such that tg ≡ 1 mod (z), de ≡ 1 mod (n).
6) Public Key {e, g, n, z}, Private Key {d, t, n, z}.
Encryption: After generated multiple public and private key in the process of key generation. Now
encrypted the message with the public keys. Thus the process of encryption made two times, the
reliability is became more compared to the standard RSA algorithm. We will take the message (M )
and the first public key (e) then make the process of encryption and find out C1 = M e mod (n).
By using C1 and the second public key (g) would be found the cipher text in process of encryption:
C = C1g mod (z).
Decryption : In the process of decryption, the message original decrypted by using private keys d, t.
The ciphertext would be decrypted with the first private key (d) with this formula: m1 = C t mod
(z), then can getting the original message with second private key (t) with this formula: M =
md1 mod (n).

3

Related Work
1) Rivest, Adi Shamir and Adelman has invented RSA algorithm which it is widely most used public
key cryptosystem, this algorithm used to encrypt the data to provide security [17].
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2) Vivek Choudhary and N. Praveen has proposed Enhanced RSA cryptosystem based on three
prime numbers ,which it becomes difficult for the intruder to guess the factor of n and hence the
encrypted message remains safe from the hackers [5].
3) Somesh Kumar has implemented RSA algorithm with free forward artificial neural network [11].
4) Dhakar, Gupta, and Sharma provide a modify RSA algorithm based on the n-prime numbers.
This technique uses n-prime numbers because large prime numbers are not easily factorized [7].
5) Saurabh et al. evaluated three famous encryption algorithms, ECC, RSA, AES [19].
6) Abdulameer K. Hussain has proposed a method to eliminate the redundant messages occurred in
the RSA method by applying the K-Nearest Neighbor values of either p or q or both [8].
7) Bhumi and Patel provide a modify RSA algorithm and Chinese remainder theorem which this
algorithm enhancement the performance only not increased the security [15].
8) Sony, Shaik, Ski, and Anitha have Improvised Asymmetric Key Encryption Algorithm Using
MATLAB by using two public keys and two private keys to increase the security but slow performance [23].
All of them have a problem about security, efficiency and performance. So that we will be tried to
solve this problem through a proposed approach.

4

Proposed Technique

The proposed technique is trying to enhancement the implementation of the RSA cryptosystem through
a method that has improvement a speed [13] on the RSA decryption side by using Chinese remainder
theorem [22] and increase the security of the data by using two public key pairs in place of single public
key [10]. This technique avoids various possible force attacks on RSA [20]. Using the random integer
if encrypted the same message more than one time it will look different every time. The general idea
towards this technique is to improvement the implementation the algorithm and make it more secure
and decrease the decryption time both at the same time [16]. By using four prime numbers, and two
cipher texts for each message, the analysis of algorithm become more difficulty. RSA is a block cipher
in which the plaintext and cipher text are integer between 0 and n − 1.
For some n and decryption can be done by the following steps:
Key Generation of the Proposed Technique:
1) Generate four large prime numbers p, q, r and s.
2) Find the value of (n, z), i.e. n = pq and z = rs.
3) Calculate the value of φ(n) = (p − 1)(q − 1) and φ(z) = (r − 1)(s − 1).
4) Select integer random e, g such that 1 < e < n and 1 < g < z, gcd(e, φ(n)) = 1, gcd(e, φ(z)) =
1.
5) Calculate the value of d by using the formula: ed = 1 mod (φ(n)). Nxet, calculate the value
of T by using this formula: tg = 1 mod (φ(z)).
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6) Find
dp =

d mod (p − 1)

dq

=

d mod (q − 1)

dr

=

d mod (r − 1)

ds =

d mod (s − 1).

Public key KU =< (e, n), (g, z) > and private key KV =< t, z, dp, dq, dr, ds >.
Encryption for Proposed Technique: To encrypt the message M steps are as follows:
1) Represent the message M as integer form in the range [0 to n − 1].
2) Take the message (M ) and with the first public key (e) make the process of encryption by
using this formula: C1 = M e mod (n) then obtain ciphertext (C1 ).
3) By using C1 and the second public key (g) would be found the ciphertext-2 (C) in process
of encryption: C = C1g mod (z).
4) Send the ciphertext-2 value to the receiver.
Decryption for Proposed Technique: To decrypt the ciphertext-2 as follows:
1) By using first private key (t, z) with the formula: m1 = C t mod (z).
2) Calculate the following:
Cp

=

C1 mod p

Cq

=

C1 mod q

Cr

=

C1 mod r

Cs

=

C1 mod s.

3) Then calculate:
mp

=

Cp dp mod p

mq

=

Cq dq mod q

mr

=

Cr dr mod r

ms

=

Cs ds mod s.

4) Combining Mp , Mq , mr and ms , we get original plaintext message.

5
5.1

Comparison
Comparison between Standard RSA and RSA Using Multiple Keys with
Results

RSA using multiple keys more secure than the standard RSA but it is slower than it, so that this
decrease the performance, which this algorithm used four prime numbers to generate multiple public
keys and private keys which this technique provide more security compared with RSA algorithm . in
this algorithm used two public and private keys, this makes him safer since he is not attacked or robbed
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Figure 1: Block diagram of proposed RSA algorithm
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by unauthorized people and improving security and efficiency in data sharing over the network, but less
speed compare to RSA algorithm . Since the standard RSA used two prime numbers to generate one
public key and one private key to make encryption and decryption this make it less secure which it is
easily decomposed.
Following table and chart explain the comparison through the time in milliseconds with different sizes
in bits, the encryption time of RSA smaller than the encryption time of RSA using multiple keys (two
public keys and two private keys) because RSA using multi keys make two iteration in the encryption
and decryption so that take time greater than standard algorithm (RSA), the decryption time of RSA
smaller than the decryption time of RSA using multi keys (See Table 1 and Figure 2).
Table 1: Comparison between standard RSA and RSA using multiple keys with results
Size in bits
640
1040
1136

RSA
Encryp. Time Decryp. Time
14
28
15
33
16
47

All time
42
48
63

RSA Uusing Multi Keys
Encryp. Time Decryp. Time
28
56
31
62
35
78

All time
84
93
113

Figure 2: Comparison between standard RSA and RSA using multiple keys with results

5.2

Comparison between Standard RSA, RSA-CRT and RSA by Multi Keys
with Results

In RSA by multi keys technique used four prime numbers to generate multiple public keys and private
keys which this technique provide more security [12] compared with RSA algorithm and RSA CRT [4].
In RSA by multi keys technique used two public and private keys, this makes him safer since he is not
attacked or robbed by unauthorized people and improving security and efficiency in data sharing over
the network, but less speed compare to RSA algorithm and RSA CRT. Since the standard RSA used
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two prime numbers to generate one public key and one private key to encrypt and decrypt, this makes
it less secure which it is easily decomposed. RSA by multi keys take time to encrypt and decrypt more
than RSA CRT, by using CRT in decryption of RSA algorithm it requires less processing time and
smaller amount of memory for final decoded result compared with RSA by multi keys.
Fowling table and chart explain the comparison through the time in milliseconds with different sizes
in bits, all time encryption and decryption of RSA using Chinese smaller than all-time encryption and
decryption of RSA and RSA using multiple keys (two public keys and two private keys) because RSA
using Chinese reduce the size of both d and n, so that The CRT technique improves the throughput
rate up to 4 times [25] in the best case. Where the factors of the modulus N (i.e. and Q) are assumed
to be known. By CRT, the computation can be partitioned into two parts, this reduces computation
time since DP, DQ < D and CP, CQ < C. In fact, their sizes are about half the original sizes (See
Table 2 and Figure 3).
Table 2: Comparison between standard RSA, RSA-CRT and RSA by multi keys with results
Size in
Bits
640
1040
1136

All time encryption and
decryption of RSA
42
48
63

All time encryption and
decryption of RSA-CRT
26
29
32

All time encryption and
decryption of RSA by multi keys
84
93
113

Figure 3: Comparison between standard RSA, RSA-CRT and RSA by multi keys with results

5.3

Comparison between Standard RSA, RSA-CRT, RSA by Multi Keys
and Proposed Technique with Results

In proposed technique provide more security compared with RSA algorithm and RSA CRT because
the proposed technique make the encryption by two public key to increase the security to data and it
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improved a speed on the RSA decryption side by using Chinese remainder theorem. Thus the proposed
technique enhancement the speed and the performance compared RSA by multi keys.
Fowling table and chart explain the comparison through the time in milliseconds with different sizes
in bits, all time encryption and decryption of RSA using Chinese smaller than all-time encryption and
decryption of RSA, RSA using multiple keys (two public keys and two private keys) and proposed
technique because RSA using Chinese reduce the size of both d and n, so that the CRT technique
improves the throughput rate up to 4 times in the best case. Where the factors of the modulus N (i.e.
and Q) are assumed to be known. By CRT, the computation can be partitioned into two parts, this
reduces computation time since DP, DQ < D and CP, CQ < C. In fact, their sizes are about half the
original sizes. But the proposed technique increased the security (See Table 3 and Figure 4).
Table 3: Comparison between standard RSA, RSA-CRT, RSA by multi keys and proposed technique
with results
Size in bits

640
1040
1136

All time encryption
and decryption of
RSA in MS

All time encryption
and decryption of
RSA-CRT in MS

42
48
63

26
29
32

All time encryption
and decryption of
RSA by multi keys
in MS
84
93
113

All time encryption
and decryption of
proposed technique
in MS
66
71
85

Figure 4: Comparison between standard RSA, RSA-CRT, RSA by multi keys and proposed technique
with results
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5.4

The Objective of this Paper

Enhancement the performance of RSA and increase the security and evaluated the security according
to Randomness testing (using NIST statistical tests) has developed a package of 15 statistical tests
to assure the randomness of a cryptography algorithm, The NIST Test Suite is developed to test the
randomness of binary sequences produced by either hardware or software based cryptographic random
number generators. These tests focus on a variety of different types of non-randomness that could exist
in a sequence, the 15 tests are:
1) The Frequency (Mon obit) test;
2) Frequency test within a block;
3) The Run test;
4) Tests for the longest-Run-of-ones in a block;
5) The Binary matrix rank test;
6) The Discrete Fourier transform test;
7) The Non-overlapping template matching test;
8) The Overlapping template matching test;
9) Maurer’s “Universal statistical” test;
10) The Linear complexity test;
11) The Serial test;
12) The Approximate entropy test;
13) The cumulative sums test;
14) The Random excursions test;
15) The Random excursions variant test.
After NIST tests have been run, there are some of tests with value to P-value as in Table 4.
Table 4: NIST tests
Test name
Overlapping template matching test
Runs test
Frequency test

p-value
0.980204
0.550989
0.101978

Since the P-value is ≥ 0.01, accept the sequence as random.

conclusion
Random
Random
Random
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5.5

Performance

The proposed technique is more secure as compared to original RSA algorithm and RSA-CRT. And it
enhanced the performance the algorithm in decryption because it used the CRT in decryption, thus the
proposed technique faster than RSA by multi keys. It reduces the cost of computation. Although it
takes long time to perform it as compared to original RSA.

6

Conclusion and Future Work

This paper shows study of number theory and Chinese remainder theorem (CRT) and RSA (public key
cryptosystem). RSA algorithm cryptographic system generates one public key for encryption whereas,
proposed technique generates two public key and sends them separately. So that to speed up the time
of decryption, Chinese remainder theorem is used. This technique also improves the security of RSA
algorithm by using two public key pairs. The future work would be based upon working on the attacks
which are possible on RSA and therefore to give more secure RSA cryptosystem and improvement the
performance.
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